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Hi ,me again.
Posted by sleeepy - 05 Feb 2023 06:42
_____________________________________

We are now coming close to the wonderful yom tov of Purim the yom tov of vinahapoch hoo. A
yom tov ,where if we make the proper preparations, can turn us upside down, and if we don't
make the proper preparations and we just fall into Purim we can end up worse than we were
before. We see that the miracle of Purim changed a lot of people

 many non Jews after seeing the miracle of Purim CHANGED and  converted to Judaism or
according to some dressed up like yidden like it says????? ???? ???? ???????

??? ?????? ???? ????  charvona who was part of homons group to hang Mordechai saw the
miracle of Purim unfolding before him  CHANGED and decided to leave homon and inform the
king that homon wanted to hang the kings good friend Mordechai

the Jewish people CHANGED from the miracle of Purim and accepted the Torah biahava and
with ratzon

there is somebody who did not change at all from the miracles of Purim even though he had a
front seat to the whole miracle of Purim  and that was achashveyrosh

???? ???? ???????? ??? ????????

And it was in the days of achasveyrosh  ,he is achashveyrosh…

what does that mean he is achashveyrosh , naturaly he is achashveyrosh,who else could he
have been?vashti?

Chazal teach us that the posuk wants to teach us

??? ?????? ??????? ??? ????

he was the same wicked achashveyrosh  from the beginning till the end from before the
miracles of Purim to even after the miracles of Purim he did not CHANGE

If we do not make the proper preparations for Purim by learning the translation of Megilas
Esther and explanations and the halachos of the day of Purim ,shalach manos, matanas
lievyonim, krias megila , we could end up like achasveyrosh  and not change at all from the yom
tov of purim (and maybe c”v end up worse)

unfortunately I had to sit Shiva for one of my parents a while ago and when I entered Shiva I
thought to myself sleepy (sleeepy)you cannot leave Shiva the way you're entering Shiva you
have to do some kind of teshuva so during the seven days when I had no visitors I was learning
the sefer shaarei Teshuva , to a certain degree, I was different after Shiva, to a certain degree.
my thoughts are the same with this wonderful yom tov of Purim which has the ability of
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vinahapoch hoo, to change anyone who enters it with the proper preparations, everyone on his
own level. We call Yom kippur, Yom kipurim, Which can be translated the day like Purim that
means Purim is more chashuv  -Ariz”l( As I heard it explained)

Chazal say who is to be considered a fool(shoteh) ? someone who when given a precious item
throws it into the ocean. let us not be fools and throw away this precious yom tov of Purim let us
,everyone according to his level, make the proper preparations for Purim and may we be zoche
that our lives should CHANGE from a life of slavery to gye related issues to a life of freedom
and happiness, even if its only  a little bit better.

Amen!

========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by sleeepy - 05 Feb 2023 06:55
_____________________________________

This post was inspired and based on shiurim heard from Rabbi Shlomo Brevda ZTL

========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by lionking - 05 Feb 2023 15:04
_____________________________________

I'm sorry to hear about your loss. Hamokom Yenachem Eschem. May you be zoche to only
share good tidings with us in the future.

========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by sleeepy - 14 Feb 2023 22:18
_____________________________________

hi guys! just wanted to point out. alot of times guys say regarding gye issues "Remembering
Hashem doesnt help me stop" lets  just understand  that that is not just an gye issue. its
whenever when we are in the heat of sin ,whatever sin it any be , a geshmaka lashon hara , a
mean word , etc .our weak remembering Hashem doesnt work . but we KNOW that yiras
Hashem DOES help us stay away from sin,whatever sin it may be .and many falls  in gye issues
are no different. our problem is that we dont really work on being aware that Hashem is looking.
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lets take a poll . how many members actually have been having a seder for months thinking just
the plain words "Hashem is watching me . He is looking. Hashem is  right here  in this room
,and He is watching me!" how many people really do that? if you dont do it, so when youre
faced with temptation and you quickly take out from the dusty bookshelf the line "Hashem is
looking at me!"of course its not gonna help(usually). 

if you dont use a muscle for a while and it atrophies then in a time of emergency you want to
use that muscle, it wont work then either. 

may we be zoche to Yiras Hashem and may that awareness of Hashem save us from all sin!

========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by sleeepy - 14 Feb 2023 22:52
_____________________________________

im very proud of myself. just passed a test a very pretty nurse  was giving an exam to someone
who i was visiting and i wanted to say a very funny comment knowing that she will smile at
me(and maybe our eyes would lock for a second) and  i didnt BH!

========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by doingtshuva - 14 Feb 2023 23:01
_____________________________________

Hashem smiled to you instead

========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by sleeepy - 14 Feb 2023 23:10
_____________________________________

very true! ty! i dont know why i didnt think of that. maybe my mindset was that Hashem was
telling me "very nice sleeepy that you held yourself back, but we still have to have a talk about
what you did yesterday."

========================================================================
====
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Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by sleeepy - 14 Feb 2023 23:18
_____________________________________

sleeepy wrote on 14 Feb 2023 23:10:

very true! ty! i dont know why i didnt think of that. maybe my mindset was that Hashem was
telling me "very nice sleeepy that you held yourself back, but we still have to have a talk about
what you did yesterday."

or maybe "very nice sleeepy that you held yourself back, but dont think youre off the hook from
what you did yesterday"

========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by Geshmak! - 15 Feb 2023 03:39
_____________________________________

sleeepy wrote on 14 Feb 2023 22:52:

im very proud of myself. just passed a test a very pretty nurse  was giving an exam to someone
who i was visiting and i wanted to say a very funny comment knowing that she will smile at
me(and maybe our eyes would lock for a second) and  i didnt BH!

Hey brother you just wowed me!! I wouldn’t be able to control myself ( hopefully after I learn
and DO the 12 steps i will be able to control) but your amazing for yourself control!! So then why
would a guy like you have a negative 4 karma??? I seriously don’t get this whole thing. But as
they say it doesn’t really matter. But I hope you don’t feel bad cause I would feel terrible.

sleepy,I love you!! 

========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by sleeepy - 15 Feb 2023 14:59
_____________________________________

sleeepy wrote on 14 Feb 2023 22:52:
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im very proud of myself. just passed a test a very pretty nurse  was giving an exam to someone
who i was visiting and i wanted to say a very funny comment knowing that she will smile at
me(and maybe our eyes would lock for a second) and  i didnt BH!

nurse was sticking something into patients nose to take pictures inside the nostril ,the patient
was squirming and the nurse looked uncomfortable .wanted to say  whoa, this is worse than a
covid test . i said this to patient afterwards privately  and got a huge smile from him.(: 

========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by sleeepy - 15 Feb 2023 15:00
_____________________________________

sleeepy wrote on 14 Feb 2023 22:18:

hi guys! just wanted to point out. alot of times guys say regarding gye issues "Remembering
Hashem doesnt help me stop" lets  just understand  that that is not just an gye issue. its
whenever when we are in the heat of sin ,whatever sin it any be , a geshmaka lashon hara , a
mean word , etc .our weak remembering Hashem doesnt work . but we KNOW that yiras
Hashem DOES help us stay away from sin,whatever sin it may be .and many falls  in gye issues
are no different. our problem is that we dont really work on being aware that Hashem is looking.
lets take a poll . how many members actually have been having a seder for months thinking just
the plain words "Hashem is watching me . He is looking. Hashem is  right here  in this room
,and He is watching me!" how many people really do that? if you dont do it, so when youre
faced with temptation and you quickly take out from the dusty bookshelf the line "Hashem is
looking at me!"of course its not gonna help(usually). 

if you dont use a muscle for a while and it atrophies then in a time of emergency you want to
use that muscle, it wont work then either. 

may we be zoche to Yiras Hashem and may that awareness of Hashem save us from all sin!

========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by sleeepy - 15 Feb 2023 15:09
_____________________________________
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Wake Sleepy up! 12 Aug 2019 16:24#342804 sleepy

OFFLINE
Posts: 1487

Hi everyone! I've been a
fan of gye for a long time
,I've decided to join the
crew and wake up from
my slumber which has
been induced on me and
us by the decadent
society around us. I'm
here to give and get
chizuk in a Torah
sourced way. A Talmid
Chacham advised me
personaly not to do the
12 steps(thats his
personal advice to
ME,whoever was
advised to use it by
Daas Torah ,KOL
HAKAVOD!) B"H I've
had a streak of clean
days, and I feel  joining
such  a  chashuva
chabura will help out.
Hatzlacha to all!    

 Sleepy  

 .

i just copied and pasted this to explain why my name is sleeepy

========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by sleeepy - 15 Feb 2023 15:15
_____________________________________

sleepy

OFFLINE
Banned

Posts: 1487

i just copied and pasted this to explain why my name is sleeepy
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========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by sleeepy - 15 Feb 2023 18:42
_____________________________________

"sleeepy" post=392125 date=1676474108 catid=19

sleepy

OFFLINE
Banned
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Posts: 1487

i just copied and pasted this to explain why my name is sleeepy

sleeepy
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NOW ONLINE
Senior Boarder
Banned

Posts: 71
Karma: -328

i was just curious what would it look like if i got banned also

========================================================================
====

Re: Hi ,me again.
Posted by sleeepy - 26 Feb 2023 12:42
_____________________________________

Just curious if any one has a pshat why the the gemara says

"Hashem says: I created the yetzer hara, and i created the Torah as a tavlin"

meaning that the way to vanquish to yetzer hara is through Torah

why does it not say" I created the yetzer hara ,and i created the yetzer hatov  tovanguish him"?

i wont be online till later in the evening ,looking foward to seeing some insightful thoughts on the
matter.

========================================================================
====
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